Denver Seminary is a participant in the Digital Theological Library (DTL). The DTL is a co-owned, born-digital library of religious and theological studies. The mission of the DTL is to provide its co-owning institutions with the highest quality digital resources in religious and theological studies at the lowest possible costs. To achieve this mission, DTL spreads acquisition, personnel, and maintenance costs over a number of participating libraries. Through DTL, Denver Seminary faculty, students and staff are provided digital access to resources critical to supporting online education and distance learning.

DTL provides access to the following for faculty, student and staff:

- Over 19,000 high quality, current e-books in religious studies, including major series like the ICC and Hermeneia commentaries;
- More than 130 bibliographic databases;
- More than 11,000 journal titles; 20,000,000 individual journal articles.

To access the DTL collection, go to the DTL website: http://www.digitaltheologicallibrary.org.

Begin with the search box, A-Z list, or view the tutorials. When prompted for a barcode, enter your Denver Seminary library barcode (located on the back of your library ID card). If you do not have access to your barcode, contact the library at library@denverseminary.edu or call 303-762-6962.